Today’s Absolute Requirement
Compatibility between Religion and Its Followers

All changes, be it Geographical, Social, Chemical, Economical, Cultural or Religious Beliefs – are
dependent on spatial, temporal and situational conditions and direction of change, governed by
desire of peaceful and harmonious life in accordance to everyone’s nature, is dependent on
that.

Today

the global fraternity is threatened by distortions in Religious Beliefs. The Genesis of

every Religious Belief was in accordance to its spatial, temporal and situational conditions and
had we followed the guidelines and principles laid down by the Beliefs there would have been
only one Religious Belief – be it Islam or Christianity, Buddhist or Jain, With Form or Formless,
Shaivite or Vaishnavite, Shia or Sunni, Sikh or Parsi – All Religious Beliefs have developed the
systems of beliefs based on instincts and it is on the basis of these systems of beliefs and
instincts that all belief systems have talked about peace and harmony of all living beings of the
world and truly if the tenets of beliefs are lost, all will be lost. Now, the question arises as to
who/which is right and which/who is wrong – The Belief or The Believer? It is stated that either
the believer should accord minimum importance to the belief in order to enjoy peace and
harmony or the believer should adhere to the tenets of belief. Today’s Science proving to be an
obstacle as Religious Beliefs and Science are recognized separately/differently. If the
scientificity of the religious tenets can be explained then no believer would deflect from the
tenets of Religious Beliefs. In Kaliyug1 this work has been solely rendered by Patanjali and by
elucidating on the aspects of Expression, Action, Science of Life and Final Destination
(Moksha/Enlightenment) have in 195 maxims presented the solution to recharge all Religious
Beliefs for happiness, gaiety and peaceful life conditions of all human beings has rendered
mysterious compositions for human welfare.
In order to recharge all types of instincts and religious beliefs, all member nations of UN has
recognized and ratified World Yoga Day. In order to recharge the religious beliefs and the
believer or in order to eradicate the obstacles in the path of true knowledge it is essential to
remove the hurdles, which is known as waste, distortion or coated and is the reason for true
knowledge not being imparted. Our quest should be directed towards cleansing of waste
products gathered on our Religious Beliefs over passage of time through the 195 maxims. When
beliefs are distorted, faith ceases to be or there is lapse in concentration, there is need for
stability. Coating denotes the curtain drawn by Science on Religious Beliefs or the notion that
there is no more faith in Beliefs needs revisit. The three aforementioned weaknesses can be
done away through Yoga Darshan and analyse appropriately, attain serenity and be persuasive.
1

Translated as the last epoch in the Vedic Time Cycle – Satyug, Dwaapar Treta and Kali

We would be fortunate if the Religious Beliefs and their Believers enjoy the world, which
resembles the Absolute Soul. I appeal to all the beliefs to recharge themselves through Yoga
Darshan and prove useful to the nation, the ruler and the ruled and in the case of believers,
reflection is essential.

